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ETA INVARIANTS OF DIRAC OPERATORS
ON FOLIATED MANIFOLDS

GORAN PERIC

Abstract. We define the eta function of Dirac operators on foliated mani-

folds. We show that the eta functions are regular at the origin thus defining

corresponding eta invariants of foliated manifolds. Under the hypothesis of

invertibility of the operator in question, we prove the Atiyah-Singer relative in-

dex theorem for Dirac operators on foliated manifolds. Then we discuss the

homotopy invariance of the index with respect to secondary data.

A foliation of the smooth manifold M is a partition of M into p-dimen-

sional submanifolds, called leaves, so that the tangent spaces to the leaves form

an integrable bundle. Locally, a foliation is a fibration. However, a leaf can pass

infinitely often through the given coordinate patch so that globally the situation

is much more complicated.

Foliations carry interesting differential operators such as the Laplace-Beltrami

operator, Dirac and signature operators, etc. In this setting one would expect to

have a sort of index theorem, ind(D) = average index over the leaves, analo-

gous to the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for fibrations. There are two essential

difficulties.
First, leaves of a compact foliation may be noncompact so that the operator

under consideration can have an infinite-dimensional kernel or cokernel, and

thus the index makes no sense. Second, the space of leaves is not in general a

standard Borel measure space so that there is no way of averaging over it.

A. Connes has realized that the space of leaves can be replaced by a "non-

commutative space," that is a C* algebra C*(G) of the holonomy groupoid

G. In the case of fibrations F —> M -» B this algebra is isomorphic to

C(B) ® f% , where 3lf is the algebra of compact operators on L2(F). That

suggested An(C*(C7)) as a home for the index. Imposing the condition of the

invariant transverse measure v on the foliation gives rise to a trace <5>v on

C*(G) and thus a real number indl/(D) = <X>„(ind(.D)) £ R. This is an analytic

index.

Connes Index Theorem.  ind„(.D) = (ch(D) Todd(M), [C„]).

Here Cv stands for the Ruelle-Sullivan current associated to the invariant

transverse measure v.
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This article is divided into three parts. In the first part we consider an ana-

logue of the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer eta function of the Dirac-type operator on the

foliated manifold M. In the second part we derive the generalization of the

Atiyah-Patodi-Singer relative index theorem for Dirac operators. In the third

part we conjecture the index formula for foliated cylinder and discuss the ho-

motopy invariance of ind' with respect to secondary data. Our basic results

are the following:

Theorem A. Let 2: Yf(M, S) -» Yf(M, S) be a tangential Dirac-type oper-
ator on the foliated manifold M. Then its eta function,

r\(3, s) = <Y>V(2¡ exp(-t3¡2))

isa well-defined and meromorphic function for Re(s) < 0 with eventually simple

poles at (dim^~ - k)/2  (k = 0, 1,2,...).  r\(3¡, s) is regular at 5 = 0.'

Theorem B. Let (M,!F) be a foliated spin manifold of odd dimension p en-

dowed with the holonomy invariant measure v. Let S —> M be a correspond-

ing tangential spin bundle and E —> M a tangentially smooth bundle. Let

3U: Yf(M,S ®E)^ Y?(M, S ® E), 0 < u < 1, be a family of (v-a.e.)
invertible Dirac operators associated with the family Vf of connections on the

bundle E and the spinor connection Vs . Then

dr\(9¡u, s)

lM

where the integrand is a certain tangential form which as a class in HX(M, SF

du

ttegrand is c
is given by

= f ap(x,3íu,3¡l)dv
Jm

ap(x,2Su,32u)=     E     {Qr\  774ñí^.'ntr^nfí¿~1)-
4i+2j=p-i  V   Z7i   J    U       l>-

ÇIe = Qe(u) is the curvature of Vu  and y/ isa l-form Vf - Vq .

Theorem C. On the cosphere bundle S*fF to the foliation & of M there is the

following formula for the ind¿ :

indxv(3> ,po, Pi, 9) = (TchT(Vo, V1)chT(7r+(rr(£>)))ToddT(A/), [C„]).

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor H. Mosco-

vici for valuable discussions and encouragement.

0. Preliminaries

In this section we collect the necessary facts about operators along the leaves

of foliation. For a thorough exposition, the reader is referred to [Cl and MS].

The holonomy groupoid. Let (M, SF) be a closed manifold with a foliation

SF of dimension p (or codimension q) and H: nx(l, x) —* Homeo0(R9) a
holonomy of a leaf /. A holonomy groupoid G = G (M, £F) is the quotient

of the fundamental groupoid of & by the equivalence relation [yx] ~ [yf] iff

yi(0) = y2(0), yx(l) = y2(l), and H(yfxyx) = id.G = G(M, ^) isa(nonhaus-
dorff) (2p + #)-dimensional manifold. The canonical mappings r, s: G —> M,

'After this work was completed, it was brought to our attention that M. Ramachandran has

independently proved the existence of eta invariant on foliated manifold.
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r(x,y, [y]) = x, s(x, y, [y]) = y, are open mappings and s: Gx —> l(x) is a

holonomy covering [W].

Let X = {Xx} be a family of measures on {G*}, each of which is obtained

from a leafwise Riemannian metric such that the assignment x —> Gx is mea-

surable. If there exists a holonomy invariant transverse measure v then G

becomes the measured groupoid (G, p), where

p(E)= [ Xx(Ef)Gx)dp(x)   and   p= \ dv.
Jm J

Moreover, the Hubert space L2(G, p) decomposes as a direct integral

(0.1) L2(G,p)= [ L2(Gx,Xx)dp(x).
J®

The left regular representation of the measured groupoid (G, p) is the fam-

ily {Ly} of isometries L7: L2((?« , Xs^) -» L2(Gr^ , Xr^) induced by the

multiplication by y~x from the left, y£G.

Foliation algebras. Let Cf*' (G) denote the space of all tangentially smooth

functions of G with compact support (here we assume that G is Hausdorff).

CCX''0(Ü,(G)) is the *-algebra with involution, and for each x £ M there is a

natural representation nx of CC°°'0(C7) into the algebra of bounded operators

on the Hubert space L2(GX , Xx). It is given by

,_., ((nx9)V)y= I   (P(r~l7i)w(7i)dXx(yx),
(0.2) Jg*

<peC?>-0(a(G)), y/£L2(Gx).

The reduced C* algebra of the groupoid G(M, ¡F), C*(G), is the completion

of CCX'°(G) with respect to the norm \\tp\\ = supxeM 11^(^)11 •
The von Neumann algebra of a foliation, W*(G, !F), can be characterized as

a set of all operators m on L?(G, p) which have the direct integral decompo-

sition m = / mxdv and whose disintegration factors mx commute (p almost
everywhere) with the left regular representation {Ly}. W*(G,9r) contains

C*(G) as a dense subalgebra.

In the presence of a transverse measure v there is a canonical faithful, semi-

finite normal trace <î>„ on W*(G, ¡F). It is obtained essentially by integrating

local traces against the transverse measure v .

Tangential cohomology. Let ¿%x he the sheaf of germs of tangentially locally

constant real-valued functions on M and let £% be the sheaf of germs of locally

constant real-valued functions on M. Then there is a short exact sequence of

sheaves

(0.3) 0 - m -» ̂ T -» 9¿imx - 0.

The tangential cohomology H*(M, R) is defined as H*(M, £ftf), the coho-
mology of the sheaf f%x. H*(M, R) is not necessarily Hausdorff as a topo-

logical vector space, the largest Hausdorff quotient of H*(M, R) is called a

reduced tangential cohomology and denoted by Hp(M, R).

The sheaf map 31 —> 9ZX induces a "restriction" map r* : H^R(M, R) —>

HT(M, R), and the tangential characteristic classes are by definition the images

by r* of the "standard" characteristic classes, e.g., ToddT(M, fF) = r*Todd(M).
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The Riesz Representation Theorem (cf. [MS, pp. 128-132]) establishes an

isomorphism between invariant transverse Radon measures MT(M) and the

top-dimensional tangential cohomology, Hp (M, R). For a given transverse

measure v and a tangentially smooth form co it is defined by the pairing

(0.4) (œ,u)=[ codu,        co£Ü.p(M).
Jm

Important for our applications will be the corollary that if the integrals of two

/^-dimensional tangential forms coincide for every invariant transverse Radon

measure, then so do the forms as classes in HPT(M, R).

Tangential operators. A tangential (/-operator is a family (Px)xeM of left

Gx -invariant linear operators

(0.5) Px: C'x'(Gx,s*(Ex)) - C°°(GX, s*(E2)).

Left invariance implies the existence of the vector-valued distribution A on G

whose restriction K\Gx = k satisfies k(yx, yf) = K(y^xyf) so that

(0.6) Px(i)(n)= ! K(yl-xy2)^(y2)dXx(y2)
Jgx

for every Ç £ Ccx'°(s*(Ex)) (in the weak sense). A tangential (ï-operator

is called smoothing if its distributional kernel A is of the class C00,0 on

■F(G). Examples of tangential (/-operators are tangential differential opera-

tors obtained as follows. Let D: Yf(M, Ex) -> Y\K(M, E2) be a differen-
tial operator in which every foliation chart Q = U x V has the form Dq =

Yl\a\<m ac(x ' y)Dx > where aa(x, y) is of class C°°'° and Dx differentiates

along the plaques. Let {</>,} be a finite partition of unity subordinated to

foliation charts. Then the lift of D = ¿^¡((piD) via the holonomy covering
s: Gx —► l(x) is clearly a tangential G-operator.

D is said to be tangentially elliptic if its highest order symbol o(D) is in-

vertible over the cosphere bundle S*fF.

Proposition 0.1 [Ci]. Let v be an invariant transverse measure with associated

trace 0„ on W* (M, 5F). Then each tangential differential operator D which

has a continuous extension to

(0.7) W-S(G,E)-^WXS(G,E)

(s > dimfF = p) is in the domain of <&v and there is a constant c, independent

of D, such that

(0.8) \^(D)\<c\\D\\w-Swr

In the sequel we will be using mostly Dirac-type operators as defined in [GL].

The letter D will be reserved for arbitrary tangential differential operators while

31 will stand for the Dirac or Dirac-type tangential operators.
For the thorough discussion of the analysis on foliated manifolds the reader

is referred to [Cl], [C2] or [MS].

1.  THE ETA INVARIANT

Lemma 1.1. Let {Ai}ie[ be an increasing net of selfadjoint bounded operators

on the field of Hilbert space H¡■. Assume that the family {Aj}i€¡ is bounded
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above by the operator B: H —> H. Then there exists a bounded and selfadjoint

operator A: H -> H such that

(1.1) A = supyi,.
iei

Moreover, A = s-lim,e/^; (strong limit).

Proof. Standard. See [Y] for instance.

Lemma 1.2. Let T: L2(G,p) -» L2(G,p) be an (unbounded) nonnegative

selfadjoint operator. Let f be a bounded Borel measurable function so that

f(T)£ W*(G,p). Then

/■OO

(1.2) *AAT)) = /    f(x)da(x)
Jo

where a = <f>vX and X is a spectral resolution of T.

Proof. Suppose {5,}~1 is a disjoint family of Borel subsets of R. Then

X(\J"=X Bj) is an increasing net of selfadjoint bounded operators, X(\J"=l B¡)

is bounded above by A(U^,5;) < ^(R) = 1. By Lemma 1.1 there exists

sup„¿(U?=i*/) and supHA(U7=IÄl-) = s-lim„A([J?=1 B¡). Thus ¿(UjLi*i) =
sup„A(U"=i Bi) by the strong continuity of the spectral measure X. By the

normality of <£>„ , we have

(1.3) «mÍQaíJ =<S>vsupx({jBi\ = sup<&vX (\jBf\ =Ç)H>„X(Bi)

what proves <7-additivity of v = <f>vX.

The proof of the equality (1.2) is similar. One starts with simple functions

and relies on Lemma 1.1. This completes the proof.

Let D: Yf>(M, E) -> Yf(M, E) be a tangential tangentially elliptic differ-
ential operator. The following is motivated by the estimate in [CG]:

Proposition 1.3. For every s £ C, Re(s) < 0, the integral

/oo t('-V/2<I>v(De-tD2)dt

is convergent.

Proof.   I^-1)/2! < r(ReM-i)/2 < r 1/2, 0 < 1 < oo , implies

/OO /»OO\t(s-x)'2<S>v(De-tD2)dt\ < j    l^-"/2! \<S>v(De-tDl)\ dt

/OO /»OOr x/2\Ol,(De-tD2)\ dt<      rxl2<&v(\D\e-tDl) dt.

Now Lemma 1.2 applied to the operator T = D2 = \D\2 gives the existence of

the Borel measure p on R such that the last integral is equal to

/oo /»oo
rxl2dtj    Xxl2e~adp(X).
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We estimate
/•OO /»OO

/   Xx'2dp(X)      rx'2e-adt

/»OO POO

(1.7) =/    Xxf2e~xdp(X)       rl'2e-*'-V dt

/•OO /-OO

= /    e~xdp(X)       (u + X)~x'2e-udu
Jo Jo

/•oo /»oo

< /    e~kdp(X) /    u-x/2e~udu
Jo Jo

/•oo

(1.9) =7r'/2/    <?-A^(A) = 7t1/2<5I,(<?-o2)<oc!
Jo

Proposition 1.4. Let (M, fF) be a closed foliated space and 3: Yf(M, S) —>
Yf(M, S) a Dirac-type operator. Then there exists a family of tangentially

smooth and locally computable functions {*¥m}m>o so that the kernel Kt(x, y, n)

of the operator 3 exp(-t32) has the asymptotic expansion

(1.10) Kt(x, x, n) « E t(m~p~m^m(x, n)
m>0

where p = dimfF. Moreover, the remainder terms implicit in the expansion are

uniformly bounded on M.

Proof. This is a modification of a classical proof about heat kernel asymptotics

(see, e.g., [R]). It uses a bounded geometry of leaves and is explained in [PI].

Corollary 1.5. Tm are locally bounded tangential measures, Tm = 0 if m is

even.

Proof. The proof uses Gilkey's invariance theory and explicit form of *Fm . See

[PI] for details.   O

Using the fact that the trace of an operator is the integral of its kernel, from

Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 1.5 we obtain

(1.11) <&v(3exp(-t32)) ^ \^t{m-p-2)l2 f xVm(3)dv,
m>o Jm

j^^V-'V^expt-^))

(1.12) ° 2      r
«E^- /  ^m(3)dv,

¿os + m-pJ"

where Y is the Gamma function and Re(5) < 0.

Definition 1.6.
1 f°°

n(3,s) = r/.    V        /    t(s-xV2<t>„(3exp(-t32))dt,        Re(s)<0.
1 \(s + l)/z) Jo

Thus from Proposition 1.3, Corollary 1.5 and (1.12) we see that n(3, s)

is a well-defined and meromorphic function with eventually simple poles at

(dim.y-Jfc)/2  (Ac = 0, 1,2,...).
Next we show that the eta function of a Dirac operator on an even-dimen-

sional foliation vanishes.
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Lemma 1.7. If dim9r = p is even then the Dirac operator 3: L2(G, X) —►

L2(t7, X) has a symmetric spectrum with respect to the origin.

Proof. Indeed, for p even one defines a "volume form" co £ rT(Cliff(r*^"))

locally representable as

co = iPl2exe2-(1.13)

where i = >/-1 and {ex, e2, ... , em} is a local orthonormal basis of T*fF.

co has the following properties:

(1.14) or 1,        Vo> = 0,        coe =-eco

where V is the connection on Cliff(r*^~) induced by the tangential Levi-Civita

connection on TfF, and e £ T*fF is a unit vector (see [LM]). From (1.14) it

follows that there exists an orthogonal decomposition of S = S+ © S~ into the

±1 eigenbundles of co. In fact 5'± = (1 ± co)S. 3 switches the (sections of )

eigenbundles S* and gives rise to a pair of operators 3± : 1^(5*) -* YT(ST),

[US)
0     3-

^+     0

It can be checked that the decompositions above yield to

L2(M, S) = L2(M, S+)®L2(M, S~)

and an analogous decomposition for D. Clearly the same holds for each holon-

omy covering Gx and each 3X , the lifting of 3¡ to Gx , x £ I. In short, we

can write L2(GX, s*(S)) = L2(GX, s*(S+)) © L2(GX , s*(S~)) and

1.16) 3X
0     2;

01+
X

for every x £ M and every / e MffF, x £ I. Now it can be easily seen that

[ f{ ¿ ] is the unitary equivalence between 3X and -3X and, moreover, that

(1.17)
0

-1 Px
0     1

-1    0

for every spectral projection Px of 3X , x £ M. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1.8. // dimfF is even then r\(3, s) = 0 for every seC, Re(j) < 0.

Proof. Lemma 1.7 implies that 3 e\p(-t32)  has a symmetric spectrum as

well, so by Lemma 1.2, <bv(3 exp(-t32)) = 0. Hence the result.

When dim^" is odd then the regularity of the eta function at the origin

follows from the deep result of Bismut and Fried [BF]. They show that the

ordinary local trace of a Dirac operator satisfies tr(^exp(-l^2)) = 0(txl2),

11 0. Since v- trace can be locally approximated by the regular trace (cf. [Cl]

their result applies to our setting to give

(1.18) K,(x,x,n)~   E   t{m-p-l)/2V*.e.(x, n).

m>p+2

Together with (1.12) this implies the regularity of the n function at the origin.

We collect previously obtained results in
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Theorem 1.9. Let 3': Yf(M, S) -> Yf(M, S) be a tangential Dirac-type op-
erator on the foliated manifold M. Then its eta function,

n(3, s) = <&v(3exp(-t32))

is a well-defined and meromorphic function for Re(s) < 0 with eventually simple

poles at (dimi?~ - k)/2  (k = 0, 1,2,...).  n(3, s) is regular at 5 = 0.

However, if the restriction of the operator D to ^-almost all leaves is in-

vertible, then we can prove a stronger statement than in Proposition 1.3 and

Theorem 1.9.

Lemma 1.10. // D: Yf(M, S) -* Y™(M, S) is (u-a.e.) invertible then the in-
tegral /0ool(í_1)/2O1,(Z)exp(-l£)2))í// is analytic in s£C and n(D,s) extends

to the whole complex plane.

Proof. 0 £ o(D) implies that D~k+X exists and by Proposition 0.1, D~k+X £

Dom(<P,,) for k large enough. By Proposition 1.2,

/oo x~k+x da(x) < oo,        a = <S>vX,
-oo

where X denotes the spectral measure of D. Now

/oo t{s-l)/2xe-tx> da{x)

(l.M) ,"~

=  /     t(>-Wxke-tx2(x-k+x da(x)).

J—oo

It can be easily checked that tp(x) = xke~tx satisfies cp(x) < ckt~kl2, ck being

independent of x , hence

/oo t(s-k-l)l2x-k+l da{x)

-oo

= ¿v^-»/2.

Therefore, given 5 £ C, then

/oo
t^-X)/2^(De-,D2)dt<oo

since k can be chosen to be arbitrarily large. The integral

i;
t(*-xV2<i)l,(De-tD2)dt

is uniformly convergent in 5; í(í x'l2<Pv(De tD ) is continuous in t and uni-

formly bounded in 5 by an integrable function. It follows that

M

is an entire function (see, e.g., [E])

/oo tl'-WQ^De-'^dt
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Proposition 1.11. Let 3U: Yf(M, S) -» Yf(M, S), 0 < u < 1, be a smooth,
one-parameter family of (u-a.e.) invertible Dirac-type operators. Then,

in(Sfu'" = -SQ>„(S>,\3IU\-'-')

n=0

and

(K dn(3u,0)      -1 2
(b) rf«      ^—ap(3u,3u),

where 3U denotes differentiation with respect to u and ap(3u, 32) is a local

invariant obtained by integrating certain tangential measure against transverse

measure.   D

We only remark that the condition Re(5) > 0 under (a) is possible because

of the analyticity of the tail $™ 6S-XV2®V(3exp(-t32)) dt. The proof of

Proposition 1.11 will be omitted. By using Lemma 1.14 it can be obtained as a

modification of a known proof (cf. [APS] and [PI]). Before we proceed to the

proof of the index theorem we will explain how the Dirac and boundary Dirac

operators are related.

Suppose A = M x [0, 1) is a spin manifold, dim A = 2«, 3: Yf>(S+) ->
Y^(S~) is a half Dirac operator, and S+, S~ are spinor bundles associated to

irreducible representations of Spin(2«). When the metric on the collar neigh-

borhood of M x {0} c A is a product metric, one can write

(1.22) 3+ = c(d(n))
(£♦*)

where c(d(n)) is a Clifford multiplication by unit normal dn , n inward coor-

dinate on [0, 1). The operator c(d(n)) switches S± to 5¥ thus A+ acts as

A+: Yf(S+) -> Y^(S+). A+ is called the boundary Dirac operator.
As c(d(n))2 = -l, it follows that o(A+)¿, = -c(d(n))cß), £ £ T*M. S+\M

can be identified with the spinor bundle of M, S(M), so A+: Yf(S(M)) ->
Yf(S(M)). Define volume elements co2n = i"ex---e2n and W2«-i = i"ex---

e2n-i and the isomorphism t+ : S(M) -* S+\m , *+($) = 4> + C02n$ ■ We claim
that the following diagram is commutative:

à    \M -* "J    \M

C(ü)2n-¡)C(Í)S(M)   ^"izv«'   S(M)
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Proof. Let cp £ S(M), ÇeT*(M). Then

(1.23) rzx(-c(d(n))c(0)r+<p = r+l(-c(d(n))c(i))(<P + c(co2n)y>)

(1.24) = T-+\-c(d(n))c(t)tp - c(d(n))c(Z)c(to2B)tp)

(1.25) = r-+x(-c(d(n))c(ci)tp - c(d(n))c(Ç)c(-d(n))c((02n-i)<P)

(1.26) =r-+x(-c(d(n))c(^)tp + c(^)c(cü2n-x)tp)

(c(a>2n-i) is the central element in

Cl(rAf) since dim M is odd)

(1.27) = x+\-c(d(n))c(Z)<p + c(co2„-X)c(i)tp)

(1.28) = xZ_x(-c(d(n))c(co2n-i)c(co2n-i)c(£,)tp + c(co2n-i)c(£)tp)

(1.29) = T-l(c(co2n) + l)(c(co2„-X)c(c;))tp = c(co2n-i)c(Ç)<P-

Lemma 1.12. Let A+ be the boundary Dirac operator,

A+:Y?(S+\M)^r?(S+\M).

Then A+ is naturally isomorphic to the operator

(1.30) T?(S(M)) * Y?(T*M®S(M)) c{o}2"^)cit) Y™(S(M)).

Proof. We have proved it already on the level of symbols. The Levi-Civita

connection on A = M x [0, 1) is just the flat extension of the Levi-Civita

connection from M. Since &>2«-i, ̂ 2n are globally parallel it follows also

that the second square

T?(S(M))    -Z+    Y™(T*M®S(M))

I n I
T?(S+\M)    ^   Y?(T*M®(S+\M))

is also commutative. This completes the proof of the lemma.

2.  A GENERALIZATION OF THE RELATIVE INDEX THEOREM

Recall the setting for the relative index theorem. Given the two unitary

representations of the fundamental group of M, say p,: nx(M) —> U(n) (i =

0,1), one forms flat bundles V¡ = Mp¡ x C" (M is the universal covering of

M). These bundles have discrete structure groups and inherited flat connections

V, (i = 0, 1). Then 3: Tf(M, S®E) -+T?(M,S®E) can be extended to
operators 3¡: Tf(M, S®E®Vt) -» Yf(M, S®E®V¡) (i = 0, 1) so that each
3i is locally isomorphic to 3 ® / ; in particular, 3¡ 's have the same principal
symbol. If, besides the representations p¡, additional secondary data is given,

namely an isomorphism tp of bundles V0 and Vx , then we can regard operators

3i as defined on the same bundle (replacing 3X by tp~x3xtp) and define the

family 3U = (l-u)30 + u3x (0 < u < 1) of operators on Yf(M, S®E®V),

V = Vo.

Theorem 2.1. Let (M, ¡F) be a foliated spin manifold of odd dimension p. Let

S —> M be a corresponding tangential spin bundle and E —> M a coefficient

bundle. Let 3u:Yf(M, S <g> E) -» Yf(M, S ® E), 0<u< I, he a family of
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invertible Dirac operators associated with the family Vf of connections on the

bundle E and the spinor connection Vs. Then

o i) dn(3u,s)
= [ ap(x,3u,32)dv

=o    Jmdu

where

4i+2j=p-l

(2.2)        ap(x,3u,32)=     E     (^f)   7J^Ty^,intr(yv nü^)

as a class in HPX(M,SF). QE = Q.E(u) is the curvature of Vs ® Vf and y/ is

a l-form Vs ® Vf - Vs <g> Vf.

Proof. AccordingtoPropositionl.il, dn(3u, s)/du\s=o is given by the integral

of some tangential measure ap against the transverse measure v . A change of

orientation of the tangential bundle of fF yields a sign change of ap . So ap

must be a tangentially smooth form. Restrict ap to a leaf /. It is proved

in the appendix that the restriction ap\¡ of ap to the leaf / is equal to the

right-hand side of (2.2). Hence the integral of ap with respect to any Radon

invariant transverse measure v coincides with the integral of the right-hand

side of (2.2). By the Corollary of the Hahn-Banach Theorem (see (0.4) or [MS,

pp. 128-132]) it follows that

(2.3) ap(x,3,px,pf)=     E      O^r)   TiTTTÏÏ^)ntr(^nnj-V)

as classes in HP(M, SF). Hence the result.   D

If we assume that each 3U is invertible then dn(3u, s)/du = dn(u, s)/du

is a well-defined R-valued function. The variation

(2.4) n(32,0) - n(3x, 0) = /' ^^1      du
Jo au       \s=0

=      du      ap(x, 3U, 32)du
Jm      Jo

(2.5) = / ap(x,3)dv
Jm

is called the relative index of 3 and denoted by ind¿(/?o, px, tp, 3).

Next we show that under the described conditions we get a generalization of

the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer relative index theorem.

Theorem 2.2.

indl(po,P2,cp,D) = (Tcht(V£ , Vf)chT(7i+(^(^)))ToddT(Af), [C„]>

where [Cv] is the Ruelle-Sullivan class.

Lemma 2.3. Let E -* M bean n-dimensional tangentially smooth vector bundle

over the compact foliated manifold M. Then there exists, up to a constant, a

unique mapping Ix: Çl*tc(E) —> Çl*(M) from the tangentially smooth compactly
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supported forms on E to the tangentially smooth forms on M satisfying the

following properties:

(1) Ix is a £l*(M) module homomorphism, i.e.,

Ix(n*(ß) f)a) = ßn Ix(a),        a £ Q*XC(E), ß £ Q*X(M).

(2) JEadp = fMIx(a)du, a£Q*xc(E).

Here dp is the holonomy invariant measure on the foliation of E induced by

the measure v.

The proof of Lemma 2.3 is a straightforward generalization of the "integra-

tion along the fibre."

Lemma 2.4. If p = dimfF and 4i = p - 2j + I, i, j eN, then

(2.6) {Ix(chx(n+(o(3))) ToddT(M)}p_2,+1 = A}(M)

in HPX(M,SF). Here AT(M) is the tangential A-roof genus of M.

Proof. This is a fairly involved topological calculation. A proof may be found

in [Sh].

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We claim that

(2.7) indx(3E,px, po) = r\(3i,E, 0) -n(30,E, 0)

(2.8) = /     TchT(v£ ,V\ , p) chx (o(n+(3E))) ToddT(M) dp.

From Theorem 2.1 we have

dn(u, s

du

(2.9)

= ap(x,3u,3¿)
s=0

Ç   Ç§)'(-TW*""«'"1*'-4i+2j=p-1

where y/ is a connection 1-form of

(2.10) -í-Vf®K = 4-(VE ®I + I®S/vu) = I®y/x
du du

and y/x is the connection 1-form of

(2.11)        ^ = ¿[(i-w)v0-+Mvn = vr-v¿\

Also, ClE®v is a derivation, £lE®v = QE ® I + I ®Qi/. Consequently,

tr(^ n Q¿¿V) = t!L7 ® v\&e ® / + I ® &v)J~l]

(2>12) =   E   ^tr(Q|)tr(^'n^).
q+r=j-l

Consequently,

(2.13)

1 \ J      1
tr(ipn&EJv)

2n )   0-1)!

^WE^y^hïï^na r-b

27-1
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vl)\       A}.

2j-l

Thus, dn(u, s)/du\s=o equals

{2A4) /«„+EJcl,'<£)?^)'^,r("n^

So, from (2.13) and Lemma 2.4 we have dn(3E®y>M, s)/du\s=o equals

(2-15) jMT,(é¿)  JF^^¥^ry-x)chT(E)(Ir(chr(n+(a)))Todd,(M)dv

and, by the Sl*(M) linearity of Ix,

(2.16)

• /T[chT(£)(chT(£)(chT(7r+(ff)))]ToddT(M) dv

(2.17)

= j     E(¿)  j^rTyH(vnnrv-x)chx(n+(o(3E)))Yoddx(M)dp.

Now we use the assumption that Vo and Vi are flat. It can be easily shown

that the curvature Qy = Q.yu satisfies Qy = (u-u2)y/x Ay/X . Thus integrating

the above equality with respect to u and taking into account that for the flat

tangential connections V0 and Vi , í/Tch¿(V0, Vi) = ch£(Vi) - ch£(V0),

(2.18) n(3XtE,0)-n(30tE,0) = indx(3E,px,po)

(2.19) =/     TchT(V0/,vr,p)chT(7i+((j(^£)))ToddT(M)i//i
Jsm

as claimed.   D

Remark. From Lemma 1.12 we know that the leading symbol of the boundary

Dirac operator 3b and the leading symbol of the Dirac operator 3 satisfy

a(3b) = c(cop)o(3). Since p is odd, cop is central in Cliff(r*^") and it is

easily seen that n+(o(3E)) = n+(o(3E)). Thus formula (2.19) gives the index

of the boundary Dirac 3b operator as well.

Next we derive the criteria for the invertibility of Dirac operators

3U: Yf(S ® E ® V) -> Yf(S ® E ® V).

If no confusion can arise, the parameter u will be omitted and, if not otherwise

stated, all quantities under consideration will be assumed as restricted to some

fixed leaf /.
Each leaf / of !F is a complete manifold and the Bochner-Weitzenbock

identity

(2.20) 32 = V*V+±k+3?o

holds on every /. Here V*V is a certain selfadjoint operator, and on simple

vectors ¿%o is given by

(2.21) &o(° ® e) = \ E ejeko ® R™fk(e)
i,k=\
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(cf. [GL]). k is the scalar curvature of / and Rf®fk is the curvature trans-

formation of V ® E associated to the tensor product connection v£ ® Ve ,

0 < u < 1. Put H^oll = supiG^bP, <P). <P e rT(A/, F®£), ||p|| = 1}. Note
that there exists a constant cp > 0 depending only on /? = dim / such that

(2.22) IM<0£|I < ̂ ll^K®£ll

where RV®E is the curvature of V ® E. The constant cp can be estimated

explicitly. It is known that k > 43?QV®E implies Ker^ = {0} and that k >

4£20v®E+e for some e > 0 implies the invertibility of 3 : W2X -» L2 (see [GL]).

Since the curvature tensor of V®E is a derivation and the curvature 2-form QM

of Rv is given by Q„ = (m - u2)y/ A y/, where y/ = V1 - Vo £ Y(/\V® End F),

we have

(2.23) \\RV®E\\ < \\RV\\ + \\RE\\ < max (u - u2)\\y/2\\ + \\RE\\
0<u<l

(2.24) < ±||^2|| + ||A£||.

The condition for the invertibility of the family

3U : Tf(S ® V ® E) -» T?°(5 ® V ® £)

is

(2.25) K/>4cp(i||^2||/ + ||A£||/) + e,        y, = V1 - Vo, e > 0.

We distinguish two important cases: £ = e1, a one-dimensional trivial bundle,

and E = S, the spinor bundle over y.

Case 1. E = ex, then ^b = 0 and the condition for the invertibility of the
family 3U: Wx -* L2 is

(2.26) ic > 2cv||V' - V°|| + e       (i/-a.e.).

Again by Lemma 1.12 we have that (2.26) is also the condition for the invert-

ibility of the family associated to the boundary Dirac operator.

Case 2. E = S, Rs can be estimated in terms of the curvature of the leaf / as

follows:

(2.27) Rse. e.o = - Y^(Re,-,ej(eP), eq)epeqo.

p<q

(2-28) \\RS\\\ = E WK.efx-
i<j

Now

(2.29) \\Rse¡,ej\\2= sup (Rse¡,ejo,Rseio)
|(T| = 1

(2.30) = - sup ( Y^{Rei,e¡eP , eq)epeqo, ^(Re¡,e,er, es)eresa \

4 lCTl=1 \p<q r<s I

(2.31) = 4 SUP E^2(Re¡,ejep» eq)(Re.,ejer, es)(epeqo, ereso).

H=1 p<q r<s

It is easy to see that only p = r and q = s terms survive, so we get
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(2.32) =\¿Z\(Re¡,e¡eP,eq^
p<q

Consequently,

(2.33) \\RS\\2X = EK,,JI' = ¡EEl^.^'^l2 = \\\RWl-
i<j i<j p<q

Hence, the condition for the invertibility of the family is

(2 34) >c>2c>(||^2|| + i||A||) + e,

e > 0, R = curv. tensor of TF~ restricted to a leaf /.

To summarize, we have the following corollaries:

Corollary 2.5. Let 3U: Yf(S ® V) -» Tf(S ® V), 0 < u < 1, be a family
of operators associated to a Dirac (resp. boundary Dirac) operator via unitary

representations p¡: n¡(M) —> U(n) (i =1,2) andan isomorphism tp. If the

metric g on M satisfies the property (2.26) then the eta invariant of the family

3U (resp. 3b) is a smooth real-valued function of the parameter u. The local

quantity ap(x, 3U, 32) is computable in terms of the metric and connection

jets. As a class in HP(M, R), it is given by the formula

(2.35)      ap(x,3u,32)=    E     (^) jY^Âjnt^yvnQ^)
4i+2j-l=p V      K   '    [l >■

where Ax is the tangential A-roof polynomial, g = g(u), and y/ = V1 - Vo.

Corollary 2.6. Let 3^: r?(\T9~ ® V) -» YfChTF' ® V) be a family of
operators associated to a boundary signature operator via unitary representations

Pí: 7t¿(M) -*• U(n) (i = 1, 2) and an isomorphism tp . If condition (2.34) holds

true then the eta invariant of the family 3^ is a smooth real-valued function

of the parameter u. The form ap(x, 3™^, (3u1&1)2) is locally computable in

terms of the metric and connection jets. As a class in HP(M, R) it is given by

the formula

ap(x, 3^, (3^)2)

-    E    (^)'^.n*nfl«,

where L is the tangential Hirzebruch polynomial, g = g(u), and y/ = V1 - Vo.

Proof of Corollary 2.6. We assume dim*?" = p, p = 4/ + 1 . The boundary

tangential signature operator is isomorphic to the tangential Dirac operator with
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coefficients in S, the total spinor bundle of TfF. Hence

(2.37)
ap(x,3^\(3^)2)

=     E     (^)  7-^,7 ntr(^ni2<-V)
4;'+2í-l=p

(2.38)

(2.39)

(2.40)

=     E^T-V-n    Ç    ̂ tr(Q|)tr(^^)
4;+2;-l=p   x ' p+q=i-l

=    E    ^.>Ech^)(^)r77^T)!^nQ-1)
4;'+2/-l=/> q+r=i

= ÍE^,;nch^)E(^)ri74T)Ttr(v/n^-')

Now, the generating functions for 2f, A , and L polynomials are

J\r¡   I   ¿* -A/ 1       | .Ajit  a'7^_   n_±i_   n
11 tanhir./^ '       H pxni r./9Ï - pytV-v../9Ï '       11tanh(x,/2) '     H e\p(x¡/2) - e\p(-x¡/2) '     H tanhx,

respectively. Also, ch^S) = rT(exP(x¡/2) + exp(-x,-/2)), ch?(5) = 0, qodd

(cf. [APS]). Thus we have 2P+X3? = ch(S)A and Sfs = 2-2sL,, i.e., A} chq(S) =

2<p+i-4i)/2^ ^ 4S _ a.j + jq . Applying the "restriction" homomorphism

r*:H*DR(M,R)-+Hx(M,R)

gives the equality for tangential characteristic classes. Substituting it in (2.40)

gives the claimed result, i.e., (2.36).   D

Remark. Connes and Skandalis construct in [CS] a map

(2.41) Ind;: K*(BG(M, F")) ^ Kt(C*(M, 9))

from the ¿-twisted A-theory of BG(M, ,F) to the C*-algebraic A-theory of
C*(M, y), which they call the topological index map. The relative index map

indl(p0, pi, tp, D) factors through K°(S(M, F~)) (cf. [PI]). Also, there is

a natural map of A-theories, Ô: K°(S(M,9)) -» KX(BG(M, 9")), obtained

from the exact sequence of the pair (B(!f), S(Ç)). Thus there is a well-defined

map

(2.42) Ind,1 o S: K°(S(M,9)) -» KX(BG(M, 9)) -» A,(C;(A/, y))

and therefore a well-defined element Ind,'o f5[fj0] g KX(C*(M, 9)), where

[aD] e K°(S(M, y)) is the symbol class of a tangential pseudodifferential

operator D.

The generalization of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 would be to identify Ind,1 o ô[op,]

and to show that if y admits a holonomy invariant measure v then

(2.43) cInd,1 ö[oD]=     E      f^f)  TTZTiT^./ntrí^nn^'jG^ÍM)
4i+2v'=p-l ^ '    ™ ''
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and

<D„ Ind1 ö[oD] = ind¿(/>o, p\, (p, D)

= (TchT(V0, V,)chT(7r+(rj(D))ToddT(A/), [C]).

Here c: KX(C*(M, y)) -» HX(M) is the suspension of a partial Chern char-

acter (cf. [MS, H]). This will be taken up in [P3].

3. Index theorem on a foliated cylinder

Assume that (M,fF) is a compact foliated spin manifold, dim y odd, and

v a holonomy invariant transverse measure on y. On the foliated cylinder

(M x [0, 1], y x [0, 1]) construct the holonomy invariant measure p = v x X,

where X is the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1 ].

Let 3E be a tangential Dirac operator 3E :YTX3(M, S®E) ->Yf(M, S®E)

with coefficients in a bundle E —> M. 3E can be identified as the restriction

to the boundary of 3+ : Tf(M x [0, 1 ], S+ ® E) -» T?(M x [0, 1 ], S~ ® E),
where S+ is the half spinor bundle over M x [0, 1], S+\m ~ S.

In order to have a well-defined boundary problem assume that 3 restricted

to the leaves of M is invertible (see [BC] for the corresponding discussion on

fibrations). Topologically, invertibility means that 3 is trivial in

KKX(C(M), C*r(M,F~)).

Impose the global Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary conditions. Then there is a

strong evidence that the following is true:

Conjecture. 3+: Y?(M x [0, 1], S+ ® E) - Tf(M x [0, 1], 5" ® E) is a
Fredholm operator in the sense of Breuer in W*(M x [0, 1], y x [0, 1]) and

its index is given by the (expected) formula

(3.1) indexa) = (Âxchx(E), [C„]) + ¿i/(0).

Example 1. Let (M,fF) be a compact foliated manifold, v an invariant trans-

verse measure, dimy odd. Assume g¡ (i = 1, 2) are the two metrics on T9~

so that gt lies in the same connected component of the space of metrics of (v

a.e.) positive scalar curvature. Let y(u) (0 < u < 1) be a curve joining gx

and g2.

Consider the family 3U of Dirac operators associated to a metric gy(U) and

a corresponding eta invariant n(3f). Then,

(3.2) r,(g2) - fi(gx) = [     Âx(x,t)d(u®X)
JMxI

where d(v ® X) is the holonomy invariant measure for the foliation y x /

obtained from v and the standard Lebesgue measure X on the unit interval / .

Example 2. Suppose M is foliated by (v a.e.) compact leaves, dimy =

4k - 1 . Pick any two metrics g¡ (i = 1, 2) and a path y joining them.

Construct a family of boundary signature operators 3^ associated to the

given metrics.

Although this family is not invertible it has the property that on every leaf

/, dimKerS^'6" = const,  (equal to the appropriate Betti number), and thus
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n(3uiesi) is a well-defined R-valued differentiable function (cf. [APS]).

(3.3) n(g2) - n(gx) = f Lx(x, t) d(v ® X).
Jm

Remark. Example 2 can be generalized to foliations obtained by suspension,

i.e. foliations on M = X x,lffl U(n), where A is the universal covering

of some compact manifold A and nx(X) acts on the unitary group U(n).

The leaf of M passing through [x, id] £ Xax(x) x U(n) is the covering space

X/{g £ nx (A), gx = x} of A , X £ X .
Let us now discuss the homotopy invariance of the variation na] (0) - nai(0)

in the presence of the conjecture.

Denote by R the space of all unitary «-dimensional representations of the

fundamental group nx(M) = n of the compact foliated space M. Let ax, ct2

be elements of R and y a curve in R joining ax and «2 • Let En -» Bn be

a principal it bundle with contractible total space En . Then Bn is called the

classifying space of the group n. Let J': M —> Bn be a map classifying the

universal cover M of M.

Construct a rank n vector bundle F —» Bn x R over Bn x R as follows:

consider the action of n on En x R x C" given by

(3.4) (EnxRxCn)xn^EnxRxC,

(3.5) ((e,a,u),y)-»(ey,Q,a(y)u).

Define the vector bundle F over BnxR tobe (EnxRxCn)/n . The property

of F is that F\Bnxa is the flat unitary vector bundle over Bn defined by a.

Let E = (fxl)*F be the vector bundle over MxR. By the Künneth Theorem

in cohomology, we have ch(F) = Y,ix& > x¡ € H*(Bn, R), & e H*(R, R).
It follows that if y, = /*(x,), then ch(E) = £,}>/&.

We consider Bn and A as spaces foliated by one leaf so that ch(F) and

ch(£') can be interpreted as tangential cohomology classes.

Proposition 3.1. Let (M, y, S) be a compact foliated spin manifold. Assume

that M admits a Riemannian metric with leafwise positive scalar curvature.

Then, as in the notation above,

(3.6) nai(0) - i/a2(0) = E / Ar(M)y¡dv [ç.dX.
.  Jm Jy

Proof. Let S+ —* M x y be a spin bundle over M x y associated to the irre-

ducible representation of Spin(dimy+1), and let 3E be the associated Dirac

operator, defined using the metric g ®dt2 and acting on the space of tangen-

tially smooth section of S+ ® E\Mxy ■ If g has a positive scalar curvature on

M so does g ® dt2 on M x y . By a standard argument using the Weitzenböck

formula and the fact that E\Mxy is flat, we conclude that indA^g vanishes.

According to the conjecture,

0 = ind„(^-)

(3'7) =/      Âx(Mxy)ch(E)d(v®X) + Unai(0)-na2(0)).
JMxy l
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From the discussion above,

(3.8) [     ÂX(M x y)ch(E)d(u®X) = E / Ax(M)y¡dv í^dX
JMxy i    Jm Jy

(using multiplicativity of Ax polynomial). This completes the proof.   D

Corollary 3.2. Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 3.1 are satisfied.

Then the variation na¡(0) - t]ai(0) is homotopy invariant with respect to a¡

(1 = 1, 2) if

(3.9) V [ Ax(M)yidu = 0.
¡  Jm

Corollary (3.2) is closely related to the generalized J. Rosenberg's conjecture:

If (M, y ) is a spin foliation of a closed manifold M admitting a metric

of leafwise positive scalar curvature, and if n = nx(M), then for all x e

H*(Bn,R),

(3.10) [ Axf*(x) = 0
Jmm

4. Appendix

We prove the statement needed in Theorem 2.1, that is, if co is a tangentially

smooth tangential form such that

(4 i) dn(du,s)

du      s=o

where the family 3U of Dirac operators is as described in Theorem 2.1, then

the restriction co\¡ of co to a leaf / can be evaluated according to the rule

= \ codv

4i+2j=p-l   V /     W I-

co\i locally computable (cf. Proposition 1.11), and according to Gilkey's theory

is expressible in terms of the universal characteristic forms, depending on the

dimension but not on the manifold.

Proposition 4.1. Let 3u:Yf(M, y', S ® E) -» Yf(M, y, S ® E) be an in-
vertible family of tangential Dirac operators depending smoothly on u £ [0, 1].

Then the restriction of the form co as above satisfies

<4J) "!'=     E     O^r) TjKr^^tr(¥iyQJ-x).
4i+2j=p-l   ^ '     KJ ''

Similar computations are done in several places so we will be brief. According

to analysis as in [Gl], it can be shown that co = co\¡ has the general form

(4.4) co=    E    %)nt#nnf)
4i+2;=p-l

where P¡(g) is the characteristic 4/-form of Tl. We evaluate Pfg) using

compact spin / 's. The following lemma is well known.
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Lemma 4.2. Let Mi (i = 1, 2) be oriented compact and spin Riemannian

manifolds, and let W¡ be coefficient bundles over M, with given connections Vf.

Let M = Mx x M2 and Wx ® W2 with the product metric and connection. Let

dimMx be odd and dim M2 be even. Let 3X (resp. 3f) be the boundary Dirac

operators over M (resp. Mx) with coefficients in W (resp. Wx). Let 3 be the

(half) Dirac operator over M2 with coefficients in W2. Then n(3x) = n(3f)
index (3).   D

Proof of Proposition 4.1. Choose i, 0 < i < p/4, and let 4i + 2j - I = p . Let
dim Mx = 2j - 1, dimvV/2 = 4/. Assume that the Pontriagin classes of Mx are

trivial (this can be easily done). Let ( W, YV) be the pullback of a bundle and

connection over Mx. Then

dr\(3i)

'M2

f^= /   Pfg)M2 [   tr(ipnaifx)
" Jmi Jm,

[  Po(g)M2 Í  tr(^niV)
Jm7 Jmx

by (4.4). By Lemma 4.2,

dn(3x) _ dn(3f)mdex(3)

(4.6) ~^~
= /   P0(g)M2tr(wnnÇx) f   Ai(g).

Jm, Jm,imx Jm2

Since dj](3f)¡du is not zero it follows that

(4.7) /   P0(g)M2Âi(g) = /   Pt(g)   for every M2.
Jm2 Jm2

From the well-known fact that the equality of the integrals yields the equality
of the characteristic forms, we conclude that P¡(g) is the scalar multiple of the

/i-roof genus,

(4.8) Po(g)Â, = Pfg) ,

or

(4.9) co\,=    E    cUH^ntr^nQ^1).
4¡+2;'=p-l

To determine the scalar c(v) let Mx = Sx, let Wx be a trivial bundle over

Sl, and let y/x be any form with / y/x ^ 0. Let V(m) have connection 1-

form uyi, M2 = Tp~x a flat torus, and let W2 be a bundle over M2 so that

¡M chk_x(Wf) #0, k = (p - l)/2. Let M = Mx x M2 and W =WX®W2.

Then

(4.10) ^7?^= / c(k)tr(y,nakv-x)= f c(k)y, [     tr^1).
au JM J51 JTp-\

On the other hand,

dn(3x)     dn(32)
index(^)

du du
(4-11) , ,       /  ^-rx*-i

-jC^'LOs?) Vri!^"
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Comparing the two last equations, we get

That c(l) = v/-î/27t can be checked directly using the family of Dirac opera-

tors
r> !     d
^ = 7^id8-u

on the unit circle Sx . This completes the proof of Proposition 4.1.
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